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Lighting! Security! Blinds! Energy!Sensors!

Welcome to Environexus. A 
world where everyday devices 
become amazingly intelligent.!
!
It’s a simple approach that allows you to take the things that surround you 
and make them part of a connected network that can be controlled through 
your smartphone or tablet. It really is that easy, and surprisingly affordable.!
!
The full range of retro-fit devices will open a new world of connectivity for 
lights, appliances, locks, sensors and much more.!
!
!

“ 



Lighting Control!

NEXUS-RELAY On/Off!
NEXUS-DIM-LE Leading Edge Dimming!
NEXUS-DIM-TE Trailing Edge Dimming!

Blinds and Curtains!

NEXUS-BLIND Open/Close/Stop!

Sensors!

NEXUS-REED Open/Close!
NEXUS-QUAD Motion, Light, Temp, Humidity!

Security!

NEXUS-LOCK Smart Deadbolt!

Control Bridge!

NEXUS-BRIDGE Environexus Controller!

Energy Management !

NEXUS-RESIMETER Whole Home!
NEXUS-PLUG Device Control!

Dimming! Energy Monitoring! Retro Fit!

Turning lights on and off isn’t enough any more. 
You need to set them to just the right 
brightness to have the perfect ambiance. You’ll 
be able to dim all compatible bulbs.!

Record and understand just how much money 
your home and devices are costing you, and 
then use the Environexus Energy Dashboard to 
save energy and reduce your bills. !

Environexus can be deployed in a fraction of 
the time traditional automation solutions 
require. Simply remove your existing switches, 
connect the cables and add the device to your 
network.!

Scene control! Access Anywhere Control! Notifications!

Rooms generally don’t have just one device. 
That’s why every Environexus device can be 
part of a scene, allowing you to group lights 
together so they work in sync and talk to each 
other effortlessly.!

Wifi enabled lighting control is just the 
beginning. Your smartphone is generally on 
you at all times, so Environexus has integrated 
access anywhere control over 3G. !

Receive emai l not ificat ions f rom any 
Environexus device wi th in the home. 
Notifications can be sent when a scene is run, 
a sensor is tripped or when the kids return from 
school. !

Schedule! Wireless Mesh ! Scalable!

Some days of your life run to a schedule, and 
each Environexus device can be a part of it. 
From turning on your lights to the perfect level 
as you wake up, to ensuring that they’re turned 
off after you’ve left, consider them a butler for 
your lights, comfort and safety.!
!

Along with all its other benefits, each 
Environexus Device is enhanced with mesh 
technology. Wireless signals get lost. Mesh 
signals don’t. Each device acts as part of a 
mesh network, receiving, and repeating signals 
with other Environexus devices.!

With an option to add 250 devices to a single 
gateway, the Environexus system becomes 
scalable enough for both residential and 
commercial applications, whilst also remaining 
completely secure. !
!

Environexus Retro Fit Range!
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